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Part I
Answer all the questions.
Select the most suitable answer for question 01 to 05 and underline it.

(01) The wollcl largest contilent is

(02) The n,orld largest island is

(03) The smallest ocean in the world is .....

(04) 'fhe cor-rtinent cornpetely

(05) Ihe wor'lcl lor-rgest liver .

. Fill in the blanks using the diagram question no. 06 to 10.

coverecl by ice arrd srrow
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Most sutaible answer true (/) of false (rc) question no 11 to 15"

(11) India is situated clost to china

(LZ) Egypt is located in Asian continent

(13) Ar-rtarctic ocean is located neat Eulope

('14) The wolld I'righest rnountain peak is not sitqated in Asia

(15) Value of the international date line 15180.

Most sutaible answer fill in the blanks question no L6 to 20.

(16) How many main latitudes are there on the globe earth

(6, 4,5,9)

(17) There are longitudes .. ... around the globe.

(1800, 00,237/20,g0o)

(18) 'l'he value of the greenwich line is

(1800, 0o,237/20,g0o)

(79) The deepest place in the ocean is ....

(Mindanao, Sahara, Mariyana, Dead sea)

(20) T'he commercial capital of Sri Lanka.

(Sri Jayawarclenapura-kotte, Petta, Colombo, Borella)

(40 marks)
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GeoAraphv - Grade 7

n Answer five questions.

(01) (i) Explain what is rotation and r.evolution? (6 marks)

(a) Rotation :-

(b) Revolution
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(il) Mention the two results of revolution and r.otation.

(iii) Mention two factors to prove that the earth is a globe.

(1)

Rotation Revolution

(i) (i)

(

(2)

.... clays

letters using the world map
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to complete or, rotation.
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(03) Mention five advantages of the ocean. / I2 marks
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(ii) What is territorial sea?

I

(,:{ malks)

(04) (i) Fill in the blanks.

when considering the area of Sri Lanka the length from. ........ .......... to

is .. ... ..... the width from .

to Sangamankanda is .. .. .

(ii) Mer-rtion the specific location of Sri Lanka?

, ( lmalks)

(1)

(2)

(4 marks)

(iii) Mention four advantages of latitudes and longitudes.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

( q- nu,r^'1,..i )

(05) (i) The longest liver in the world is .....

(ii) The rrumber of ladfudes in the nothern henispl-rele

(iii) The lalgest ocean in the worlcl is .. ...

(iv) I(andy and Nuwara Eliya are located in ..... ....... province.

(") Western province consists of thlee districts, they are

. .. ... and

(vi) fhe rrational flowel of Sri Larlka is ...

( l?. vllc'iv l<:f )
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